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made in Italymade in Italy

Via Boccaccio, 2
420240 Castelnovo di Sotto - ITALY

Tel. 0039(0)522682184 -  Fax  0039(0)522688095

www.pinterest.com/rossellisnc

www.twitter.com/Rossellisnc

www.facebook.com/rosselli.snc

www.youtube.com/user/RosselliSNC

www.rossellisnc.com
info@rossellisnc.com
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New security rules - UNI EN 1870-6:2018New security rules - UNI EN 1870-6:2018
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    Pneumatic Pneumatic 
     wheels     wheels

OptionalOptional

Widia Widia 
    blade    blade

 Model
Blade 

diameter
Dimensions
Maximum

Cutting 
depth

Working Table Supply Weight

                 

(mm) LxBxH - (mm) (mm) (mm) (Kg)

S-R100 Ø 550 1440x910x1460 185
Sliding 

Protection 
850x265

Cardan shaft - PTO
103

Three Point Hitch -  Rear

The saw bench S-R150 with sliding protection is a 

very simple working machine able to satisfy many 

different needs. One of the most important pecu-

liarity of this saw bench is its tractor joint placed in 

the back that let free both the circular sides to ope-

rate. The cover blade carter has been developed 
in order to guarantee a perfect cut wood leftovers 
discharge.  
The Rosselli firm has also studied a newly designed 
wood-block: an ergonomic and functional solution 
expressly developed to avoid both possible con-

tacts with the disk and the dangerous rotations of 
the wood during the cutting phases. Three trapezoidal belts characterized by high performance and 
durability permit the movement transmission from the driveshaft to the shaft. This machine is com-

pletely built in Italy respecting European standards and it gives priority to security. In particular, this 
model is very appreciated by Rosselli customers for its operating simplicity. Infact, one of the aim of 
this saw bench is to make the work a pleasant moment thanks to its simplicity: men, women and also 
old people would be able to operate without any problem.
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Security systemSecurity system
  Security system that allows

the saw blade stop in case
of  danger while the 

driveshaft
continues to rotate.

The saw blade stop occurs
in less than 8 seconds.

Drain for vacuumDrain for vacuum
cleaner for wood chipscleaner for wood chips

Protection systemProtection system Extension for tableExtension for table


